KEY INSIGHT: Seeing a journal article with the word “RETRACTION” written in diagonal watermark across the front page is probably a shock to most management and business scholars. Not only is the percentage of articles withdrawn from publication across all disciplines very small (the estimate is less than .02% per year), the number of retracted articles in business and management journals is small relative to those in, for example, biomedical journals. Recently, however, a number of our well-known journals including *Journal of Management Studies*, *Organization Science* and *Strategic Management Journal*– even the *Journal of Business Ethics!* – have posted retraction notices. Why are articles retracted? I discuss the various categories of article retraction, look at retraction in the context of business and management journals, provide examples of retraction categories, and end with questions for discussion.

1. INTRODUCTION

Are you familiar with the names of these individuals: Joachim Boldt, Ulrich Lichtenthaler, Naoki Mori, Diederik Stapel? Probably not – unless you work in the same research area as they do. They have been incredibly prolific scholars, with many more publications than most other researchers. Unfortunately, their publication records have been too good to be true and many of their publications have now been withdrawn – retracted – by the journals. Because their number of retracted articles is so large, these individuals have been identified as “repeat offenders” and some (Stapel, for example) have even become household names (Bhattacharjee, 2013).

Where do article retractions appear? If you said “in bio-medical journals”, you would be right, but that is only partly correct. Retracted articles appear in journals from all disciplines across the board; and they can be found in our own management and business journals, including *Strategic Management Journal, Journal of Management Studies, Organization Science, Research Policy*, and (even!) the *Journal of Business Ethics*.

In this blog posting, I want to explore categories of article retractions and provide examples, look at retractions in business and management journals, and suggest a reading list for those interested in this
topic for teaching and/or research purposes.

First, it is important to separate “corrections” and “expressions of concern” from retractions (ICMJE, 2013). **Corrections** can occur in the form of typos or non-consequential mathematical mistakes; the normal process is to publish the correction and link it to the original article.

**Expressions of concern** are typically published by journals when they are not sure of the conduct or integrity of the work. For example, a “repeat offender” (an author who has had multiple papers retracted) may lead other journals to question his/her other publications and to publish an expression of concern as a warning to readers. For example, after Shigeaki Kato (a former endocrinology researcher at the University of Tokyo) had five articles retracted, an expression of concern was issued by *Molecular and Cellular Biology* about five other of his papers that were published in that journal (*Retraction Watch, May 30, 2013*). An expression of concern can be used to indicate that the journal editors have started an investigation into a particular article. Since the time from initiation to completion of a retraction can take years, such a statement can be an “early warning signal” to readers that a particular article may be seriously flawed (Jasny, 2011).

**Retraction**, on the other hand, is the withdrawal of a previously published article from a journal. This is “science’s ultimate post-publication punishment: retraction, the official declaration that a paper is so flawed that it must be withdrawn from the literature” (Van Noorden, 2011b: 26).

Retractions are very rare; most scholars who work in this area estimate retractions are only .02% of published papers, that is, 2 in 10,000 (Van Noorden, 2011b: 27). A low percent, however, may represent the proverbial “tip of the iceberg” since Van Noorden notes that prior surveys suggest “1-2% of scientists admit to having fabricated, falsified or modified data or results at least once” (p.27).

Retractions are a huge amount of work for journal editors and publishers. Typically, the decision to retract an article is taken after extensive consultation among the journal editor(s), publisher and the author(s). Because the issues are so sensitive and involve potential damage to author reputation, employment and income, investigations tend to take place in secret. The average time to retract a published article is estimated as two years, longer when a senior scholar is involved (Chen, Hu, Millbank and Schultz, 2013: 239). Normally, but not always, the journal publishes a formal retraction statement explaining the reason or reasons for withdrawal, and the article appears with a large “retracted” watermark across the front page or entire article (see the example on this page).

### 2. WHY JOURNAL ARTICLES ARE RETRACTED - MISTAKE OR MISCONDUCT?

The key reasons why a journal article is so flawed that it must be withdrawn from publication boil down to two: author misconduct or mistakes. A small percentage of retraction cases involve publisher errors, but by far the most common are author related. For example, of the 4,232 retracted publications over 1980-2010 identified in the PubMed and Web of Science databases, according to Grieneisien and Zhang (2012), only 9% of the 3,631 papers where reasons were given for the retraction identified the cause as “publisher error”.

In Box 1, I categorize the various types of article retractions. My list is a compilation and interpretation of lists proposed and used by other authors. I separate author from publisher errors, and then separate the author category into three main types: research misconduct, distrust of data or interpretations, and publishing misconduct.

### Box 1: Categories of Article Retraction

1. **Author error**
   a. Research misconduct
      i. Data fraud (data falsification, fabrication or manipulation; intentionally biased research design, data used without permission)
      ii. Inaccurate or misleading reporting of results
      iii. Other research misconduct (failure to obtain legally required oversight such as institutional board approval, ethical problems with research)
   b. Distrust data or interpretations
      i. Honest error (incorrect data, calculation errors)
      ii. Findings cannot be replicated
      iii. Published data or interpretations no longer considered valid or reliable by some or all the authors (e.g. unexplained data irreproducibility, experimental artifacts discovered post-publication)
   c. Publishing misconduct
      i. Plagiarism from the works of others
      ii. Redundant publication (duplicate publications, self-plagiarism, failure to disclose or acknowledge original publications)
      iii. Authorship issues (failure to consult or inform listed authors, excluding authors who contributed substantially to the work)
      iv. Vague copyright issues or legal concerns

2. **Publisher error**
   a. Accidental duplicate publication
   b. Accidental publication of version without final author corrections
   c. Published in wrong journal or wrong issue

3. **Other and Unspecified Reasons**

Source: Author’s integration and revision of retraction categories identified in Fang, Steen and Casadevall (2013: Figure 1), Grieneisen and Zhang (2012: Table 2) and Wager and Williams (2011: Table 1).

A key dispute among researchers who study retractions is what percentage of author errors are due to misconduct (deliberate intention to deceive) versus mistakes (inadvertent, unintended errors). There are at least two issues here: (1) imputing motives from actions, and (2) defining what is and is not a fraudulent action.

First, motives, of course, are difficult to identify from actions. Box 1 makes it clear how difficult it is to separate mistakes from misconduct because of our inability to distinguish action from motive. In Box 1, I would probably identify “mistakes” as including 1.b.i and possibly other parts of 1.b; whereas “misconduct” would most likely include all of 1.a, parts of 1.b, and all of 1.c. Others might put more of these actions into the mistake category.

As an example, suppose the reader or journal editor can see an author error (for example, duplicate
paragraphs in two publications), but cannot tell what motivated the author’s action. Honest error or deliberate fraud? Most authors, when faced by an editor questioning them about the duplication, will argue they made an honest mistake and no intentional fraud was involved. Moreover, editors are also reluctant to attach motive to action – at least in print – fearing possible retribution such as being sued for defamation of character by the author. As a result, retraction statements tend to be “safe summaries” of “the facts” without much detail, in order to avoid implying anything about the author or authors’ motivations for their actions.

Second, there have been several attempts in the literature to separate mistakes from misconduct. Below, I review recent empirical work on this topic.

Steen (2011) hypothesized that inadvertent error papers should be randomly distributed throughout the literature; whereas deliberately fraudulent papers would be quite different: non-random, clustered, targeting particular journals, with larger numbers of co-author teams. He separated the 788 English-language papers that had been retracted from the PubMed database between 2000 and 2010 into three categories: fraud (197), research error (545) and unknown (46). Research fraud was defined so as to only include data fabrication or falsification; plagiarized and self-plagiarized papers, for example, were classified as research error. As a result, the research fraud category was defined quite narrowly. Looking at the data, Steen found clear evidence of deliberate fraud, concluding that “papers retracted because of data fabrication or falsification represent a calculated effort to deceive” and that “such behavior is neither naïve, feckless nor inadvertent” (p. 113). More than 50% of the fraudulent papers had a first author who had written other fraudulent papers; whereas less than 20% of the erroneous papers had a first author who was a repeat offender.

In Fang, Steen and Casadevall (2012), misconduct is defined so as to include fraud, suspected fraud, duplicate publication (self-plagiarism), and plagiarism. The “error” category, in this paper, is therefore much smaller and more likely closer to the definition of mistakes, when compared to Steen (2011). The authors found that 67% of 2,047 retracted papers indexed in PubMed since 1973 were due to misconduct, while only 21% were due to error. Their percentages, however, are based on all retracted articles, including those where no reason was given for the retraction. In Table 1 below, I recalculate the % distribution using the smaller denominator of articles where reasons for retraction were provided. As Table 1 shows, almost one-quarter of retracted articles in PubMed were listed as author error compared to three-quarters as author misconduct.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Articles by Type*</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Distribution (category as % of articles with reasons)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All articles</td>
<td>2,047</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Articles with provided reasons</td>
<td>1,865</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Fraud (fabrication/falsification)</td>
<td>697</td>
<td>37.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Suspected fraud</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>10.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Plagiarism</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>10.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Duplicate publication</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>15.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Error</td>
<td>437</td>
<td>23.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Other</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No reason given</td>
<td>182</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Articles can be classified in more than one category.
The broadest statistical analysis of retracted articles to date, by Grieneisen and Zhang (2012), analyzes a database of 4,232 retracted articles in the PubMed and Web of Science (WoS) databases between 1928 and 2011. By including WoS journals, this paper branches out of the bio-medical literature to include the social and physical sciences. The addition of WoS articles is very useful because the authors can capture rejections across a much wider array of disciplines, and can also perform subgroup analysis comparing WoS with PubMed journals. The article also differentiates between author and publisher errors, and breaks the reasons for retraction into nine categories. See Table 2 for a summary of their results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Articles by Type*</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Distribution (category as % of articles with reasons)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All articles</td>
<td>4,232</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Articles with provided reasons</td>
<td>3,631</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Fraudulent/fabricated data</td>
<td>602</td>
<td>16.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Distrust data or interpretations</td>
<td>915</td>
<td>25.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Other research misconduct</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Plagiarism</td>
<td>796</td>
<td>21.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Duplicate publication</td>
<td>562</td>
<td>15.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Authorship issues</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Unspecified “copyright issues”</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Other publishing misconduct</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Publisher error</td>
<td>328</td>
<td>9.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No reason given</td>
<td>601</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Articles can be classified in more than one category.

Source: Calculations based on data in Grieneisen and Zhang (2012, Figure 3).

It is interesting to compare Table 1 (based on Fang et al.’s data) and Table 2 (based on Grieneisen and Zhang’s data). While there are differences in the way the authors grouped the data (see the discussion posted on Retraction Watch), perhaps the most important difference between the two studies is that Table 2 includes retractions in WoS journals and Table 1 does not. The percentage of retractions for plagiarism is twice as high in the dataset that includes WoS journals (21.9% versus 10.7%); whereas the duplicate publication percentages are the same (15.5%). The percentage for fraudulent/fabricated data, on the other hand, is half as large (16.6% versus 37.4%). This suggests that biomed journals may be more likely to be plagued by author research problems (data fraud); whereas other journals may see more author publication problems (plagiarism and duplicate publications).

The Grieneisen and Zhang (2012: 1) article also highlights the role played by repeat offenders -- authors with more than one article retraction – noting that “15 individuals account for more than half of all retractions due to alleged research misconduct”. Some authors have so many retractions that they can completely skew total retraction numbers for a particular discipline, university and country (e.g., Joachim Boldt’s 88 retracted articles in anesthesiology; Adrian Maxim’s 48 retractions in electrical engineering); see Table 4 in Grieneisen and Zhang (2012).

In addition to the phenomenon of repeat offenders, some researchers have argued that the profession is shifting in ways that encourage greater probability of fraudulent behavior. Honig, Lampel, Siegel and
Drnevich (2013), for example, argue that academia is tilting toward treating research as an entrepreneurial activity where authors are more likely to attempt to “game” the system. Honig et al. (2013) argue this is due to the pressures and rewards involved in today’s publish-or-perish environment, for example, where tenure and promotion depend on the number of top-tier publications one has in hand. Steen (2011) provides supportive empirical evidence; finding that research fraudsters are more likely to target top-tier journals. With the publication-to-submission ratio in our top journals well below 10%, these authors suggest that scholars will be more likely to cut ethical corners in order to increase their chances of successful publication, especially in top-ranking journals. The rise in self-plagiarism, “slicing and dicing into the smallest publishable unit”, coercive citation, and manipulation of data and results are not surprising in this environment. Similar points are made in, for example, Elliott, Marquis and Neal (2013). When coupled with large financial rewards and/or release time from teaching for high-publishing faculty, the incentives for research misconduct can be significant, as witnessed in several Asian universities (Ching, 2013; The Economist, 2013b). In a JIBS editorial, Eden (2010), and an earlier The Ethicist posting, I also raised these concerns; see Scientists Behaving Badly: Insights from the Fraud Triangle (July 27, 2011).

It is also important to point out that research misconduct carries with it a variety of direct and indirect costs. The old adage that “one bad apple spoils the bunch” exemplifies the worry that research misconduct taints and devalues all research, creating a “market for lemons” (Cottrell, 2013). Retractions are also frequently referred to as the “tip of the iceberg”, which promotes the view that research is tainted and, similar to littering, may encourage others to engage in misconduct on the grounds that “everyone does it”.

A recent article by Chen, Hu, Milbank and Schultz (2013) focuses on the costs that retracted articles pose to other scholars and research in general by examining how retracted articles are cited in subsequently published research. Their visuals make it abundantly clear that high-profile retracted articles that are tightly networked into a research area can cause enormous damage to the whole area. Moreover, the damage done to co-authors and to PhD students writing dissertations built on fraudulent or fabricated data provided by their chair can be career threatening; see, for example, the Diederik Stapel case where data fraud occurred in at least 55 papers, many with co-authors, and 10 PhD dissertations under his supervision (Bhattacharjee, 2013; Flawed Science, 2012).

3. RETRACTIONS IN BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT JOURNALS

This brings me to our own organization – the Academy of Management – and the journals in which our members publish. What do we know about retraction rates in our business and management journals? The only study to date on this topic is Karabag and Berggren (2012). They used four databases (Business Source Premier, Emerald, Science Direct and JSTOR) to scan for retracted articles in economics and management, finding a total of 31 articles in management journals (see their Table 1) and an even lower number (6) in economics journals (see their Table 2). Of the 31 management journal rejections, eight were publications involving Ulrich Lichtenthaler (who now has 12 rejections according to Retraction Watch). Once repeat offenders are removed, the number of retracted articles falls considerably.

Karabag and Berggren are puzzled by the low number of retracted articles and provide some possible explanations. A key reason they give is that the business and management journals do not have explicit code of ethics in place to handle either plagiarism or research dishonesty. It is true that most of our business and management journals have been “late to the table” at adopting explicit “rules of the
game”. Perhaps this is because the large publishers (e.g., Wiley, Elsevier) have set up ethics codes to which all of their journals are expected to subscribe. The adoption of software to catch plagiarism and self-plagiarism, such as CrossCheck, is also fairly recent.

However, as a former Editor-in-Chief of the *Journal of International Business Studies (JIBS)*, I was much distressed to discover that Karabag and Berggren were unaware that JIBS has had an explicit [Code of Ethics for Authors, Editors and Reviewers](www.cope.org) in place since July 2007, and been a member of COPE, the Committee on Publication Ethics since 2007 also. My editors and I developed the JIBS Code of Ethics with the explicit goal of NOT having to make *ex post* journal retractions. Our argument was straightforward. By setting up clear *ex ante* rules of the game with formal dispute settlement procedures, we hoped to deter and catch research fraud BEFORE the papers were published in JIBS. Wide publicity through *JIBS editorials*, ethics workshops for doctoral students and junior faculty, and JIBS Paper Development Workshops were also used (and continue with the current editorial team) to disseminate best ethical practices. In terms of enforcing these norms and practices, my editorial team did have a number of difficult cases that covered many of the types of author error identified in Box 1 (primarily plagiarism, self-plagiarism and authorship issues). However, these were handled almost exclusively at the pre-publication stage. Give me *ex ante* over *ex post* rules any day!

The AOM journals have also joined COPE and established guidelines for handling ethical dilemmas in AOM publications. New policies are in place at *AMJ* for dealing with plagiarism, using the software program CrossCheck (Colquitt 2012), and for identifying data overlap with other published and unpublished work (Colquitt 2013). If Honig et al. (2013) and Steen (2011) are correct, top-tier journals such as *AMJ* are likely to be inundated with submissions that now carry a higher likelihood of having research fraud attached. This suggests our journal editors and reviewers need to develop and practice better “trust, but verify” procedures in order to protect research integrity.

Reliance on software programs like CrossCheck alone, however, is unlikely to be enough. They do not help with non-publishing related forms of research misconduct such as data manipulation or fabrication. Even with plagiarism and self-plagiarism cases, as one journal editor reminded me after reading this blog post, software is a “rather unsatisfactory first step in a longer process”. It may help with the most egregious cases, but comes at a high cost and not only in terms of time needed for already busy editors.

I expect these ethical norms and policies in place at JIBS and *AMJ* will soon be followed by most business and management journals. My guess is the subsequent isomorphic behavior, however, will vary considerably. The response by some journals, as one reader of this post suggested to me, may be quite weak (for example, the journal's publisher has joined COPE so the journal puts a COPE membership stamp on its home page, but does little else to disseminate or enforce ethical norms and practices). Others may take a strong stand with the journal introducing its own code of ethics, which is widely communicated to editors, authors and reviewers.

There will also be differences between norms and practices since it requires much more effort (and involves more risk) to actually enforce ethical norms than to create and publish them. Reviewers and readers must be prepared to be whistle blowers, identifying suspected cases of author error (both mistakes and misconduct). Journal editors and publishers must have dispute settlement procedures in place – and be willing to follow them through – even up to the point whereby the journal may actually have to identify a published article as belonging in the .02% of articles that have been retracted from publication. Indeed, at least one paper (Marusic, Katavic & Marusic, 2007) has attempted to categorize journals’ responsibility for addressing and enforcing research ethics by doing a SWOT (strength,

### 4. EXAMPLES OF RETRACTION STATEMENTS

It may be helpful to understand retraction categories if I share some examples. The statements below are lightly paraphrased versions of the original published statements attached to a number of retracted articles. The original articles are referenced in brackets. I have paraphrased the statements in order to generalize them by taking out the author, journal and article specifics. YVIP stands for “year, volume, issue, pages”. All of these retraction statements are examples of author error.


   It has come to our attention that TITLE by AUTHOR, which appeared in JOURNAL (YVIP), contained fraudulent data that had been manipulated and at times fabricated by the author. This has been determined by a joint investigation by the Universities of XXX. We are therefore informing our readers that this article has been retracted. We apologize for any problems that the publication of this article may have caused.


   The following article from JOURNAL (AUTHOR 1, AUTHOR 2, TITLE, JOURNAL, YVIP) has been retracted by agreement between AUTHOR 1, the journal Editor-in-Chief and the publisher. The retraction has been agreed following the results of an investigation into the work of AUTHOR 2. The Committee has determined that this article contained data that was fabricated by AUTHOR 2. His co-author, AUTHOR 1, was unaware of his actions, and not in any way involved.


   The following article (AUTHOR, TITLE, JOURNAL, YVIP) has been retracted by agreement between the authors, editors and publisher. The article is retracted at the authors’ request due to material technical errors which have rendered many of the article’s conclusions incorrect. The first author takes responsibility for these statistical errors.

d. **Statistical Errors and Duplication** *(Lichtenthaler, *Journal of Business Venturing*, 2008)*

   This article (AUTHOR, TITLE, JOURNAL, YVIP) has been retracted at the request of the Editor-in-Chief and the author. The author contacted the Editor-in-Chief about statistical irregularities in this article in DATE. The Editor-in-Chief thoroughly investigated this article and other preceding papers from the same database. On this basis, the Editor-in-Chief made the decision to retract the paper. The grounds for retraction are an error in statistical analyses, an omitted variable bias, and a “new” measure that was not “new” because it was already used in AUTHOR, TITLE, JOURNAL ,YVIP. These errors undermined the review process and are too substantial for a corrigendum. Please our publisher’s policy on Article Withdrawal.

e. **Statistical Errors** *(Ernst, Lichtenthaler & Carsten, *Journal of Management Studies*, 2011)*

   The following article from JOURNAL (AUTHOR 1, AUTHOR 2, AUTHOR 3, TITLE, JOURNAL, YVIP) has been retracted by agreement between the authors, the journal’s editors and the publisher. The article is retracted due to errors in the reported empirical results, which form part of the basis for the conclusions drawn by the authors in the study. While the second author did not collect the data, he takes the responsibility for these technical errors.
f. **Cannot Reproduce Results (Lee et al., Science, 2013)**
As a result of additional experiments, we wish to retract our paper (AUTHOR, TITLE, JOURNAL, YVIP). Specifically, we have not been able to consistently reproduce the results shown in Figure X. We have also discovered critical errors in Figures Y and Z. Although we recognize that some parts of this paper may remain valid, we note that key parts of the paper depend on the results of these figures. For these reasons, we retract the main conclusion of the paper.

g. **Self-Plagiarism (Salam, Journal of Business Ethics, 2009)**
The Editors and publisher regret to report that the paper published by AUTHOR as TITLE in JOURNAL (YVIP) is nearly identical to that published earlier by SAME AUTHOR as TITLE in JOURNAL (YVIP). This is a serious violation of publication ethics which according to our Policy on Publishing Integrity warrants a retraction notice to be published in the journal and a ban from publishing in any of the journal’s publications for an initial period of x years.

h. **Authorship Errors (Lunsford, Analytical Letters, 2011)**
We, the editor and publisher of JOURNAL, are retracting the following article (AUTHOR, ARTICLE, JOURNAL, YVIP). The author’s institution has conducted an investigation into the authorship of this article, and established that the claim of sole authorship is not justified. This constitutes a breach of warranties made by the author with respect to authorship. We note we received, peer-reviewed, accepted and published the article in good faith based on these warranties, and censure this action. The retracted article will remain online to maintain the scholarly record, but it will be digitally watermarked on each page as RETRACTED.

i. **Duplication & Statistical Errors (Lichtenthaler, Research Policy, 2010)**
The article (AUTHOR, TITLE, JOURNAL, YVIP) has been retracted at the request of the Editors-in-Chief. After discussions with the author about concerns raised by readers concerning papers he published earlier in JOURNALS in YEARS, the Editors have decided that the current article should be retracted. There are two main grounds for this retraction. (1) The author failed to disclose (through specific citations, or through a mention in the Acknowledgements section, or in a covering letter to the Editor) the existence of other closely related papers by the same author. In the absence of this information, the referees and editors involved in handling the paper were misled as to the level of originality of the paper. If they had been aware of these parallel papers, they would almost certainly have concluded that each of the two papers in question did not represent a sufficiently substantial and original contribution to knowledge in its own right to merit publication in a leading journal. (2) In this paper and other closely related papers, the author has been inconsistent in his treatment of the variables. In particular, variables treated as important in one paper are disregarded in a parallel paper, and vice versa. ... This raises severe doubts as to the validity and robustness of the conclusions. If the referees and editors involved in handling the paper had been aware of this (i.e. if their attention had been drawn to the other closely related papers and they had spotted this inconsistency), they would undoubtedly have rejected the paper on methodological grounds.

j. **Duplication & Statistical Errors (Lichtenthaler, Ernst & Hogel, Organization Science, 2010)**
This article (AUTHOR, TITLE, JOURNAL, YVIP) is being retracted after an assessment that the work violates our publication standards in two important respects. First, the citation to highly related prior work by the first two authors is quite incomplete. As a result, it was not possible to assess the novelty of
the work. In addition, there is reason to believe that key results in the paper would not hold if variables included in this related work had been incorporated into the analysis.

The following article has been retracted from publication in JOURNAL (AUTHOR 1, TITLE, JOURNAL, YVIP). This article substantially reproduced the content of the following paper (AUTHORS 2,3 & 4, TITLE, JOURNAL, YVIP). The Editors and publisher note that submission of a paper to JOURNAL will be taken to imply that it represents original work, not previously published, and that it is not being considered elsewhere for publication.

l. Plagiarism (Geh, *Journal of Business Ethics*, 2012)
The editors and publisher regret to report that the paper published by AUTHOR as TITLE in JOURNAL (YVIP) includes several passages (about x percent) that duplicated passages published earlier by AUTHOR B in TITLE (JOURNAL, YVIP). This is a violation of publication ethics, which according to our Policy on Publishing Integrity warrants a retraction of the article and a notice to this effect to be published in the journal.

5. A SHORT BIBLIOGRAPHY ON JOURNAL RETRACTIONS

I attach below a short bibliography of the pieces I found most useful on journal retractions. The website Retraction Watch run by Adam Marcus and Ivan Oransky is also highly recommended (http://retractionwatch.wordpress.com). The process for finding retracted articles is particularly well described in Chen, Hu, Mllbank and Schultz (2013) and Grieneisen and Zhang (2013).

- Colquitt, J.A. 2013. From the editors: Data overlap policies at AMJ. *Academy of Management Journal*, 56.2: 331-333.


http://www.nap.edu/download.php?record_id=12192

• Retraction Watch. 2013. Five Kato papers subject to an expression of concern, plus, a statute of limitations on correcting the literature? May 30.


• Wager, E., Barbour, V., Yentis, S., & Kleinert, S. 2009. Retractions: Guidance from the committee on publication ethics (COPE). Available at:  


6. QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

1. Have you ever read two articles (either both published or one published and the other in the publication process) and realized there was substantial overlap that looked to you like plagiarism/self-plagiarism? If so, what did you do about it and what happened?

2. As a reviewer or editor, have you ever been faced with a manuscript submission with what appears to be an example of research misconduct? How did you handle it?

3. Why do you think the number of retracted articles in our business and management journals is (apparently) so low? Is an entrepreneurial culture for research partly to blame, as argued by Honig et al. (2013)? Is it the lack of ethics codes and plagiarism software, as argued by Karabag and Berggren (2012)?
4. Should journals have their own formal Code of Ethics or is membership in COPE sufficient to deter research misconduct?

5. What are your views on plagiarism detection software like CrossCheck? Should it be used on all journal submissions?

6. If case of research misconduct appears after publication, who should be responsible for deciding whether misconduct occurred? Should it be up to the journal? What role should the home university(ies) of the author(s) play? The journal publisher?

7. Should examples of research misconduct be treated differently from author error, in particular, should the term “retraction” be used for author error?

8. How should journals treat article retractions? Should they provide detailed descriptions that explain why the retraction happened, or simply list the retraction?

9. Which of the retraction statements in section 3 do you find most/least helpful and why?

10. How should journals treat repeat offenders? Should they be banned from publishing in our journals for a fixed time period, and if so, how long?
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